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tions at greater length and his arguments would h:cwe 
been easier to follow. In its present form the book 
is scarcely suitable for those seeking an introduction 
to the subjec.;t and is more suitable for experts. 

The strxting point of the book is the linear differen
tial equation for two terminal networks : 

i = :E, arDre 

where r has zero, positive and negative integral values 
and D = d/dt. The bulk of the book is confined to 
the treatment of the linear circuit theory following 
from this equation and Kirchhoff's laws. The author 
allows himself only ten pages in the last chapter to 
deal with non-linear theory, but gives here a most 
attractive presentation of the methods used for 
tackling non-linear problems. The importance of 
this ever-growing class of problems is scarcely 1mder
lined by such a meagre allocation of space, and it ii,; 
to be hoped that another monograph from the same 
author will soon appear providing a generalized 
treatment of non-linear problems. 

In the first, three chapters of the present book 
the author develops from the above basic equation 
the concept of circuit components and then proceeds 
with the development of general network theorems 
and the treatment of the 4-t,crminal network in the 
steady state. There follows a chapter on "The 
Fourier Integral" and the treatment of network 
transients. 

The book is mainly mathematice,l in character. 
A. H. M. ARNOLD 

CHEMICAL PHYSICS COMES OF 
AGE 

Advances in Chemical Physics 
Vol. 1. Edited by Prof. I. Prigoginc. l'p. xi +414. 
87s. Vol. 2. Edited by I. Prigogine. Pp. ix +412. 
87s. (New York: Intersciencc Publishers, Inc.; Lon
don: Interscience Publishers, Ltd., 1959.) 

DURING tho past fifty years we have seen the 
development of several new branches of 

chemistry~physical chemistry, radiation chemistry, 
quantum chemistry. All of them were associated with 
the incursion of new physical techniques or mathe
matical theories, and their subsequent exploitation 
within the total framework of chemistrv. Chemical 
physics is a very vigorous child, with parentage in 
physics and mathematics as well as in conventional 
chemistry. At the research-level it is well catered for 
by the American Journal of Chemical Physic8, the 
BritiRh Molecular Phy8'ics and other journals else
where. But the time has come when no one can follow 
all its development. Review summaries are required. 
The 'baby' has come of age. 

These two volumes follow t,he general style and 
fonnat of other sets of "Advances in ... ". Each con
sists of a series of ten to twelve articles, written by 
someone working in a particular section of the field, 
and setting out the major developments in t,he pre
ceding years. The articles are very varied in topic
from isotope effects in chemical kinetics, through the 
electronic description of atoms and molecules to 
nuclear quadrupole resonance and clathrate solu
tions. They also vary in length-from 15 pages on 
transport theory in binary liquid solutions to IHl 
devoted to what is probably the most complete 

account hitherto presented of the calculation of 
correlation energy in many-electron problems. Some 
of the essays are easy to read, such as Bright \Vilson's 
account of the barriers to internal rot,ation ; other,;. 
such as Kihara's on the non-additivitv of inter
molecular forces, are much more difficult,~ 

Prof. Prigogine, who edits t,hiB series, has started 
well. His choice of authors is excellent, and the range 
of topics almost entirely suitable. One ii,; tempted t.o 
say that there is now developing a rather clearer 
acceptance of what 'chemical physics' really is. It 
has been defined by no one, but has grown with the 
subject. It is not chemistry, because continually 
physical concepts and techniques are used. Nor is it 
physics, because the language and thought-forms of 
cherniRtry belong to it. It is an outlook-a way of 
looking at things-with a certain degree of austerity 
in its discipline (as befit,; physicB) and a satisfaction 
with understanding a phenomenon, even when you 
cannot completely calculate it (as befits chemistry). 
It makes unashamed use of mathl~matics, yet the 
mathematics is never the raison d'etre. There arc a,; 
yet practically no university chail'S in it : but it;; 
arrival (so well documented in these annual volumes) 
has probably made as much difference to chemistry 
as any development since the atomic theory. Long 
may we continue to look for convenient snmmariP;; 
of its progress, similar to these present onef<. 

C. A. Co u1,so" 

MOLECULAR GEOMETRY 
The Determination of Molecular Structure 
By P. J. Wheatley. Pp. vii -!-263. (Oxford: Claren
don Press ; London : Oxford Universitv Press, 
1959.) 35s. net. ' 

A DISCONCERTING modern t,rend which this 
book serves to underline is the increasingly 

divergent scientific outlooks of the workers in 
different branches of chemistry. They tend even to 
attach different meanings to the words they use. For 
many decades past the classical organic chemist has 
used the expression 'molecular structure' to denote 
the arrangement of atoms in molecules and the 
manner in which they are linked. Mr. Wheatley uses 
the term in the more precise sense of configuration 
and molecular dimensions. From this point, -of view 
he is no doubt justified in his reference to tho "un
certainty attached to many chemical arguments'' 
anC:. in saying that "nowadays an appeal is almost 
always made to the more reliable physico-chcmical 
methods". But the traditional chemical methods of 
determining molecular constitution are by no means 
obsolete, and there is no immediate prosp0ct that 
they will soon be superseded. 

To the theoretical chemist it may well be true that 
"the object of any scientific experimentation is the 
elimination of further expcrimentat,ion" . This is 
another respect in which the author',; attitude is very 
different from those who pursue other branchc;; of 
the science. 

Mr. Wheatley's book gives a brief and interesting 
survey of modern physical methods used in determ
ining the sizes and shapes of molecules. There arc 
a section on spectroscopic methods (excluding ultra
violet absorption), a considerable section on dif
fraction methods (mainly X-ray diffraction of crystal,, 
but including also electron and neutron ,iiffraction) 
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